Volunteer

Volunteer – You can make a difference!

The University of Guelph supports and encourages all employees to build a better planet through community outreach and volunteerism.

Explore the volunteer opportunities available to you on campus, in the community, and around the world!

Leave for Change

The University of Guelph was the first university in Canada to support [Leave for Change](https://www.uoguelph.ca/hr/staff-faculty/leave-change), an initiative that allows employees to volunteer overseas for short assignments in developing countries. The program offers an amazing opportunity to contribute your knowledge and skills to work in an international development project, expand your personal and professional horizons and acquire a deeper understanding of broader global issues.

United Way

The University traditionally raises the largest single contribution from a Guelph organization through fundraising and other volunteer activities for the United Way of Guelph and Wellington.

The University's [United Way Campaign](https://www.uoguelph.ca/unitedway/) has been successful for so many years because of the tremendous dedication, hard work and generosity of our many volunteers.

A Partner in the Time to Give Challenge

The University of Guelph is proud to be a partner in the Time to Give Challenge, an initiative developed by the [Volunteer Centre of Guelph/Wellington](http://volunteergw.ca/) to encourage employers to promote volunteerism among their employees.

Looking to give back to the Guelph community? Explore the volunteer opportunities and resources on the [Volunteer Centre of Guelph/Wellington website](http://volunteergw.ca/).
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